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Qualia 

The feel of the pinch 

the pain of your toothache 

(1) The lnverted spectrum 

the difference in the subjective character of experiences goes unnoticed. 

 the difference in experiences between those who are color-blind and those with normal vision: From the "outside" it 

might appear that the experiences of color-blind people and those of naturally sighted people are identical, but they are 

not.  

It seems likely that a qualia inversion would in principle be detectable "from the outside" - from differences in the 

physical-facts.  

there could be other creatures who perceived two different colors whose relations were symmetrical, so that an 

inversion of their experiences would be undetectable from the outside.  

(2) The “Chinese nation” argument: Ned Block [for qualia] 

What is at issue is whether the purely physical properties of your nervous system are sufficient to determine the precise 

character of your qualia 

If the functionalist is right, this system, however eccentric' should have mental states just like ours, and in particular 

qualia just like ours. But would it?  

"spaghetti-head" scenario.  

If you, having been gradually transformed into China head, would remain conscious, why couldn't the original China-

head - who is, after all, functionally identical to you - also be conscious?  

Is artificial synapse or neurons possible? Gradual replacement is plausible. But what about the person’s identity? And 

creativity. Rationality and ethics? Is man all of his or her motions, speech, eating and so on? It could be a zombie, at 

best. 

(3) The zombie argument 

Zombies has no qualia and “intrinsic creativity”. 

If zombies are metaphysically possible, then materialism would seem to be false 

The zombie argument is the flip side of the conceivability argument for dualism. There the claim was that it is 

conceivable and metaphysically possible, for the mind to exist apart from the body, brain, or any physical substrate 

at all.  

The argument is also sometimes called the modal argument against materialism because, it appeals to such modal 

notions as metaphysical possibility; indeed, an early version of this argument was presented by Kripke. 

(4) The knowledge argument: Frank Jackson 

Thomas Nagel’s Bats: Scientific investigation into the structure and functioning of a bat's nervous system may well 

give us insight into the mechanics underlying its perceptions. But the nature of the perceptual experiences themselves 

- what it is like to be a bat - cannot be revealed by such inquiry.  

For science gives us only the objective, third person facts about any phenomenon. 

 Plausibility of the appeal to the future science. 

And levels of facts. 

Paul Churchland argues that on leaving the room, Mary would not actually learn any new facts; rather, she would just 

learn, in a new way, facts she already knew.  

Russell's knowledge by acquaintance and description 

David Lewis denies that what Mary learns is a fact she didn't know before. Rather, the knowledge she gets is knowledge 

of new abilities:  
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van Gulick suggests, even if Mary, having learned a new concept after leaving the room, is thereby also able to learn a 

new proposition, it would not follow that the fact that proposition describes is a fact she didn't already know. Perhaps 

it is a physical fact of the same sort she already knew while still in the room.  

(5) Subjectivity 

Color chart: one should be able to deduce the nature of one color from its relations to the others. But, no one can do it. 

Why? 

Nagel: That there is something it is like for us to experience it, would seem to be a further fact about us, over and above 

the physical ones.  

Consciousness is always consciousness of what it is like "for me,' for a subject of experience 

Subjectivity of pictures and symbols: it is we who regard them as pictures rather than splotches of chemicals on paper.  

subjectivity of temperature: hot and cold water experiment 

q&q (quality-quantity) dilemma: precision through quantification 

throwing the baby with the bathtub water problem: the subjective element cannot be stripped away without thereby 

stripping away the very phenomenon to be explained, experience.  

‘problematic’ features to qualia: ineffability, intrinsicality and subjectivity. 

Qualia is metaphysically subjective but epistemologically objective: Our knowledge of the relational structure of 

qualia makes our claims about them cognitively meaningful and rationally assessable, despite the fact that the relations 

comprising that structure are directly knowable only from the, subjective, first-person point of view.  

(6) Property dualism 

agnostic materialism  

Joseph levine suggests that there is an "explanatory gap" between the physical and the mental - that we do not 

understand how materialism can be true, but that this doesn't show that it isn't true; Colin McGinn adds that it might 

simply be that evolution has not given us the conceptual resources fully to grasp the manner in which material 

processes generate mental ones.  

it reasonable to reply to Godel's arguments for his famous incompleteness theorems by suggesting that perhaps we 

just don't understand how the consistency of a formal system containing computable arithmetic is internally provable. 

property dualism: contrary to Cartesian substance dualism, only one kind of substance - material substance - but that 

there are also, contrary to materialism, two kinds of properties, physical and non-physical.  

qualia, unlike propositional attitudes like belief, desire, hope and fear, must at the end of the day be regarded as 

epiphenomenal 

criticism of qualia-epiphenomenalism: if your beliefs - including your belief that you have qualia - are physical states 

of your brain, and qualia can have no effect whatsoever on anything physical, then whether you really have qualia has 

nothing to do with whether you believe you have them.  

Property dualism appears to lead to a skepticism even more radical than that entailed by Descartes's evil spirit 

scenario  

Chalmers: Qualia is intuitive. It has no causal link with the knower. knowledge of qualia is absolutely certain. Here. 

there is no gap between appearance and reality. 

Objection by Danniel Dannett to this is that it seems question-begging 

Epistemic predicament or paradox: loaded question fallacy. Example: the issue of consciousness 

it could "seem" or "appear" even to a zombie that it had qualia, even though by definition it does not. So, there can be a 

gap between appearance and reality even where qualia are concerned. 

property dualism raises a puzzle of its own, namely that of explaining exactly how non-physical properties could 

inhere in a physical substance.  

If consciousness is material, then qualia is a by-product.  


